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In 2024, Akkodis ASP Team will celebrate its 25-year anniversary. A quarter century of

passion, competition, and success. With more than fifty champion titles (at national and

international levels), Jérôme Policand’s team has crossed the decades and disciplines by

giving itself just one objective – victory. 

Next season, and still in the same spirit of innovation and excellence, the Akkodis ASP Team

intend to take up a new challenge, that of lining up in the major discipline in endurance racing

– the FIA World Endurance Championship (FIA WEC). The team will enter in the LMGT3 category,

in a championship that they will be discovering, and notably with a new car, the LEXUS RC F

GT3; this is a familiar approach for the Akkodis ASP Team, who is specialised in GT3 at the

highest level. The Team intend to enter two cars in 2024 subject to the decision of the

ACO/WEC selection process next month. The crews will be announced in a few weeks.

Taking part in a championship that visits several continents will be a new equation to solve, putting

things into perspective, but still with the same desire – excellence. The WEC will take place over 8 races.

Starting in Qatar in March 2024, then heading back to Europe for Imola, Spa and then the legendary 24

Hours of Le Mans. Then they’re off to South America, with Brazil (Sao Paulo) in July, then the United

States in September in Austin, followed by Japan (Fuji), and to finish the season, Bahrain at the start of

November.

After having collaborated with just four brands over the last 25 years (Renault, Porsche, Ferrari and

Mercedes), it’s now Akkodis ASP Team will work with the Lexus RC F GT3 with the goal of diving them at

the highest level.


